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Being deeply loved by
someone gives you strength,
while loving someone deeply
gives you courage.
-Lao Tzu

Congratulations,
Mr. President!
By Cameron Long ~ Daily Bull

Well, the votes are in, everybody, and what an exciting
election it was! Firstly, congratulations are in order to
the (44th/45th) President of
the United States, (Barack
Obama/Mitt
Romney)!
Though it looked as though
his campaign was faltering at
times, he was able to sway
the American voters in the
end with a platform of (the
other guy is dumb and won’t
do anything right/the other
guy is dumb and hasn’t done
anything right).
Said the President, “It’s an
honor to be (re-elected/
elected) as President of the
American people! This is a
great day for America and
we will (continue to move
forward/make this country
strong again) over the next
four years.”
Depending on when you
went to bed, between one
and one hundred percent of
see Hooray! on back

Gary Johnson WINS!

By Jon “Big O’ Mahan ~ Daily Bull

You heard it here folks, but Gary Johnson has pulled of the unimaginable
and actually won the office of president. We were on the ground when
the news broke last night, asking people their opinions on the matter as it
broke.
“What… Why are you in my house.
Who the fuck is Gary Johnson. I don’t
even vote.”
“Gyah! Why is there a flashlight in my
eyes? Who the fuck are you? Who’s
Gary Johnson?”
Yes, yes indeed, you heard it perfectly
there. Who the fuck is Gary Johnson?
Apparently he’s some third party Libertarian Candidate who ran for president that didn’t get to show up in the
debates or any of the major stations
despite having a considerable backing. Despite that, Gary Johnson amazingly managed to pull in most of the
southern states along with Texas, California, Nevada, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin to win it all. A truly
amazing situation in America; never
before has a 3rd party candidate won
the presidency. America is still reeling
from the shock of what went down.
But we here at the Bull have an idea.

Gary Johnson managed to sell to the
middle voters. You know, the ones
who actually do research and give a
damn. He was overwhelmingly supported by independents. Usually
though, this wouldn’t mean a win. But
with so much of the Democratic base
going “Ehh… Obama was… okay…
I guess, but he didn’t keep many of
his promises” and so much of the
Republican base going “Well, I guess
he’s better than McCain, kinda”, the
win would be easy for Gary Johnson.
With nobody but those who gave
a shit showing up to the polls, Gary
Johnson easily won, taking the ‘those
who give a shit’ vote 90%-5%-5%. In
California, where many voters thought
Obama had it in the bag, many Republicans and Democrats voted for
Gary Johnson.
“Ehh, why not? After all, California is a
lost cause. I mean, Mitt Romney’s not
going to win it, and it’s already turning
into a festering shithole, so my vote
doesn’t really count. Might as well
vote for someone I like right? I never
imagined it actually resulting in Gary
Johnson winning though!” Said one
Californian who has lost his way and
apparently ended up at MTU.
It’s unknown if Gary Johnson will actu-

see Too Bad on back
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Between the hours of 10PM and
2AM, (President Obama/Governor
Romney) held another press conference to concede defeat. “We gave
it a great shot,” he said, “but America
has spoken. That’s the great thing
about this country – the people, corporations, and media decide, not the
corp- …never mind.” In closing, he
lied, “My opponent ran a great campaign and I wish him all the best.”
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Anyway, the deluge of ads is over
and we don’t have to think about
politics anymore. Wait, what do you
mean they’re already conducting
2016 preliminary polls? IRON MAN/
BLACK WIDOW 2016.

Heeeeeere’s GARY!

Election Day!
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ally change something. After all, the
political system is far more complex
than that, and requires far more nuance than many are led to believe.
In either case, after four years, something that was promised has finally
happened. We finally got change we
can believe in. Enjoy your new President, America!

STEER

However you feel about the winner
of the election, I think we can all admit
one thing: the next four years would
never have been boring if we’d elected Robert Downey, Jr and Scarlett
Johansson.
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expressed cautious optimism, while
(President Obama/Governor Romney) held a press conference to reassure his supporters that the cause is
not yet lost and the projections have
plus/minus two percent error.

the

districts had reported their results and
(President Obama/Governor Romney)
was (slightly ahead/winning in a landslide). During periods of slow reporting, CNN and MSNBC looped footage
of Obama casting his ballot, while Fox
did the same for Romney. Both candidates were mum on their selections.
As more and more results filtered in,
(President Obama/Governor Romney)
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